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Executive Summary:
This document is relevant to Pavement Licensing Applications and development and
availability of Pavement License Counter Terrorism (CT) conditions.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

In the last 12 months the U.K. Government’s response to COVID-19, the Manchester
Arena Inquiry, and a proposed Protect Duty has brought the mechanisms by which
security is considered to the forefront of police and local authority (LA) minds. Much
thought has been given as to how pavement licenses consider security at Publicly
Accessible Locations (PALs) and ensuring that considerations of protective security
form a routine part of this process in future.
The Business and Planning Act 2020 (BPA20) came into effect in July 2020 with a
primary aim of supporting businesses to re-open in a safe and health confident
manner.
BPA20 introduced the streamlined Pavement Licences process to regulate the use of
tables and chairs on the Highway which would help reduce further infection. Primarily,
Pavement Licenses are granted under Part 7A of the Highways Act 1980.
The proposed changes to public realm and streetscape has brought with it security
concerns from Police and Security Services that vulnerability to terrorist attack could
increase.
The threat and risk landscape remains very real and unpredictable.
COVID-19 is unlikely to deter attack planners.
PALs will continue to be attractive and favoured by attack planners.
The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), the National Counter Terrorism Security Office
(NaCTSO)1, and Centre for the Protection of the National Infrastructure (CPNI)2 have
worked to refine the application of the Business and Planning Act 2020 (BPA20)
ensuring security is a prominent feature and providing Local Authorities (LA’s) with
proportionate advice to protect public realm space .
The MPS has taken a step further and developed two (2) Counter Terrorism (CT)
Pavement License conditions that contain appropriate security features and fit nicely
within the process under which LA’s grant and manage Pavement Licenses. These
were developed in consultation with the Hospitality Sector, Legal Professionals, and
LA’s across London.
The CT conditions would require Pavement Licence holders take protective security
action.
Conditioning Pavement Licenses is a necessary step. Businesses need to be well
prepared, resilient, and be situationally aware to threat and risk.

1

NaCTSO Crowded Places Guidance www.NaCTSO.gov.uk
CPNI Physical Distance & Search Guidance / CPNI Protecting Pedestrian Queues from Vehicles Used as
Weapons. CPNI High St Hospitality Protective Security Considerations.
2
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Introduction
As a consequence of COVID-19 public space continues to undergo a change in use. As we
continue to emerge from national lockdown with business returning to regular trading patterns
and people are able to shop, socialise and spend more time in public spaces it has never been
more essential to strike the correct balance between prosperity, public health and safety. This
document is designed to offer good security practice to LA’s who are using Pavement
Licensing legislation.
Helping to protect customers and staff across business whilst maintaining health confidence
is vital to business success. It is of course well known that crowded places provide target
rich environments and as businesses seek to revert back to “business as usual” the
attractiveness as potential targets will increase.

Considering security and Counter-Terrorism in decision
making (Pavement License CT Considerations)
Local authorities will need to consider a number of factors, when determining whether to
approve applications for a pavement licence. These include whether local conditions might
be needed to make it possible to approve an application which would otherwise be
unacceptable. Further information on how the temporary pavement licence process operates
is available in the pavement licences guidance.
When considering public health and safety, local authorities should seek to ensure a
balanced consideration for security implications, particularly the risk to groups of people from
interaction with hostile vehicles, and the creation of large crowds in new public spaces.
We have set out model security considerations that can be used by licence holders and by
local authorities when setting local conditions and assessing applications.
The model security considerations set out below (page 4) would, if used require the License
Holder to do the following:
•
•

License Holder and staff successfully complete the award winning ACT E-learning
within the timescales, https://ct.highfieldelearning.com/
That existing CCTV systems are health checked to ensure they are both compliant,
and work correctly.

The model Pavement License considerations are designed to achieve the following:
•
•
•
•
•

To educate people on current and emerging threat and risk.
To raise situational awareness and enable informed decision making to save lives.
To increase the suspicious activity reporting and overall intelligence flow.
To deter attack planners.
To ensure high quality imagery is available to support post incident investigation.

Both model Pavement License considerations reflect the intentions of Parliament when
passing the BPA20.
•
•
•

Maintain health confidence (no face to face training requirement).
Cost effective (ACT products are FREE).
Non-burdensome
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Supporting Hospitality Schemes & Movement Strategies
This guidance integrates Pavement Licensing with wider streetscape changes sometimes
referred to as Hospitality Schemes or Movement Strategies. This is necessary to increase the
layers of protective security required for these locations using both physical measures whilst
ensuring businesses are well prepared and resilient in the event of a terrorist attack.
LA’s are reminded to consider aggregation and saturation issues where Pavement Licences
are concerned. A much wider and more holistic security approach may be necessary where
large numbers of Pavement Licences are concentrated in close proximity.
Businesses are unable to mitigate risk in isolation. LA’s are generally responsible for
considering physical security measures for public realm space, e.g. permanent or temporary
Hostile Vehicle Mitigation schemes or the removal of street litter bins that could be used to
secrete an Improvised Explosive Device.
LA’s are advised to consider the following guidance produced by the CPNI. Please contact
your Force Counter Terrorism Security Advisor for further advice:
•

CPNI - Physical Distance and Search Guidance.
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/search-and-screening-explosives-weapons-and-cbrn-detection-0

•

High Street Hospitality, Protective Security Considerations
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/blog/physical-security/high-street-hospitality-protective-security-considerations

•

CPNI - Protecting Queues from Vehicles Used As Weapons
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/system/files/documents/cd/70/CPNI%20and%20NaCTSO%20Advice%20Note%20%20Protecting%20pedestrian%20queues%20from%20Vehicle%20As%20a%20Weapon%20Attack%2015%20Sept
%202020%20V02.pdf

Counter Terrorism Model Security Considerations:
1. The pavement license holder will need to ensure that the management team of
the business to which the pavement license is attached; register and
successfully complete the nationally recognised counter terrorism training
product referred to as ACT E Learning within 10 days of the notification of the
grant of the Pavement License OR can demonstrate that the ACT E Learning
product has successfully been completed within the preceding 12 months and
that all staff employed by OR at the premises complete the ACT E Learning
within a reasonable period not exceeding 3 months from the notification of the
grant of the Pavement License.(Act E Learning certificates are provided on
successful on-line completion).
2. The Pavement License holder will need to ensure that existing CCTV systems
are correctly working, are compliant with the Data Protection Act 1998,
Information Commissioners requirements and any other local CCTV Code of
Conduct produced by the Police or Local Authority. Imagery must be retained
for at least 28 days and images produced to a Police Officer or Local Authority
Enforcement Officer upon reasonable request. Faults which render the CCTV
system or parts of it inoperable should normally be rectified within 24 hours.

To log on and register for ACT E Learning, visit https://ct.highfieldelearning.com/
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